A Farm Safety Site Visit
You have been assigned to do a farm safety site visit. The following information si
provided to assist you and give an overview of farm operations in Alberta.
First, Let us start with a brief description of the workplace safety and health legislation as
it applies to farms. Farms in Alberta are except from this legislation. You will not find the
usual things found in an industrial worksite that you may have visited while setting up
other work sites. The approximately 50,000 farms are unique and there are no two the
same.
Your visit is about to begin…
Make an appointment and indicate the time you will arrive. This will give the farm family
a chance to make sure someone will be there when you arrive. Make sure you are dressed
appropriately to walk around outside. A good pair of rubber/winter boots, jeans an warm
coat and a hat.
You drive up into the farmyard. The direction to the farm allowed you to find the farm
easily. You have already started your visit as you drove out to the farm, Would and
emergency crew have the same experience finding the farm if called? If you had a
problem, so will the emergency crew.
In the yard, were you able to park and were greeted by someone who will show you
around. Remember, the first impression you get ar you are greeted and start to look
around will be a measuring point as the site visit begins.
You should have the green certificate training outline that the student and farmer will be
using to sign off the tasks to be carried out. Take a look at where the student will be
working for most of the time; let the farm family member explain the process and treh
site to you. Do they seem comfortable explaining in the process and does the site look
orderly to you. Questions to ask:
Are regular comfort breaks set up?
What safe guards are taken during instruction?
Are personal protective clothing and equipment provided?
What is the plan if there is an accident?
You should let you common sense guide you.
Farm odors are common and should not hinder your conclusion. Pig farms, cattle
operations, dairy farms, and others have their own distinct odors, and to you, may be
unbearable. Do not hurry your visit because of this factor.
Farmers are busy doing a lot of chores and daily tasks that might be ongoing during your
visit. Sometimes, you might arrive during a hurried time when things seem to be in
disarray. The best thing to do, if you are unsure of what is going on, is to ask. The farm
producers in Alberta are open and do have a sense of humor even at the busiest times.
Carrying a checklist is not recommended as it indicates that an inspection is being
conducted, if you need to refer to a checklist, do so the day before and reinforce your

decision after you leave. You could make the family uneasy and set up a barrier from free
expression, conversation and exchange of information. You will learn more through
discussions and impressions. During your visit, it is Okay to jot down a few key points on
a note pad. If you leave having any feelings of being unsure that the site is safe, in your
opinion, then you should reject the site. You will know when you are uncomfortable and
have a sense of uneasiness.
Let common sense be your guide and you will not go wrong. Surprisingly, after a few
visits, you will become more comfortable with your decisions.

Green Certificate
Farm Visit #2
As a Green Certificate trainee, you started your farm safety training with the first
farm tour that was conducted at the beginning of the program and your completion of the
AGR 3000 pre-requisite. This visit allows you to explore some of your learning and focus on
potential farm accident occurrences and prevention. While working on the farm you can
assess your immediate work environment by asking yourself these five important questions:
(acquired from SAFE THINK AGRICULTURE – ALBERTA)
A. Does the work involve hazardous materials?
B. Does the work involve objects, motion, or force that could cause harm?
C. Does the work involve non – ambient hazards that could cause harm? (Ambient: “A
physical environment within a range that promotes comfort, wellness and safety.”
Examples may include temperature, amount of light, air quality and dust)
D. Is current or static electricity a factor in doing the work?
E. Could changes lead to or create a hazardous situation?
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In each of the following cases, identify a task on your training site that provides a
potential risk to your safety and identify at least one kind injury that could result when
performing that task:
Hazardous materials come in many forms. Identify a hazardous material and describe
how that material can cause injury to a worker.
There can be many moving objects (large animals and machinery for example) that are
potential hazards. Identify a task that could cause injury as a result of motion or force
from an animal or a piece of equipment? What kind of injury could result?
Ambient conditions can change suddenly and create added risk in completing a task on
your training site. Name an ambient condition that can change and increase risk of
injury. What kind of injury can result from this change in ambient condition?
What is the difference between static and current electricity? Describe a task where
one of these forms of electricity can cause injury? What kind of injury could you
experience?
Think of changes as unexpected conditions in your work environment. A flat tire could
be a ‘change.’ A charging animal could be a ‘change.’ Identify a possible ‘change’ while
performing a task on your training site that could injury. What kind of injury could you
experience?

Green Certificate
Farm Visit #3
Our second farm visit in the Green Certificate Program focused on 5 categories of
hazards that could cause injury while training at your worksite. Those five categories In
summary are: A. Hazardous materials B. Objects, motion or force C. Non – ambient
hazards D. Static or current electricity E. Changes in the workplace. For this third visit I
will ask you to not only identify hazards but ask you what actions are/can be taken to
avoid injury. Preventing accidents is a key strategy in our FARM SAFETY PROGRAM.
Provide an answer to the following questions. You may use the same examples of possible
hazards that were provided in the second visit. (questions acquired from SAFE THINK
AGRICULTURE – ALBERTA)
A. Identify a hazardous material. What type of harm does the material pose?
(consequences) What conditions actions, and events could expose me to the hazard?
(hazardous situation) What can I do to prevent being harmed?(Controls)
B. Identify objects, motion, or force that could cause harm? What conditions, actions,
and events could cause the objects, motion, or force to harm me? What can I do to
prevent from being harmed by the object, motion, or force: 1) before starting the task?
2) during the task? 3? After I’ve completed the task? (all three of these may not always
be applicable)
C. Identify a non – ambient hazards that could cause harm? (It could involve temperature,
light, noise, hazardous emissions, oxygen deficiency or radiation). What type of harm
does the non-ambient hazard pose? What conditions, actions, and events could expose
me to the non-ambient hazard? What can I do to prevent being harmed by the nonambient hazard: 1) before starting the task? 2) during the task? 3? After I’ve completed
the task? (all three of these may not always be applicable)
D. Identify a task where current or static electricity is a factor in doing the work? What
conditions, actions, or events could cause me to come in contact with current
electricity? What conditions, actions, and events could create an electrical spark that
could cause a fire or explosion? What can I do to prevent being harmed by current and
static electricity?
E. Identify a change that could lead to or create a hazardous situation?(Change could be
worker initiated, technology-initiated or other change such as a power failure). What
are the possible consequences of the hazardous situation? What can I do to prevent or
minimize the hazardous situation? How can I prevent being harmed?

